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Abstract

There is a growing body of literature on addiction recovery, but the effects of age of recovery initiation on the prospects and patterns of addiction recovery remain relatively unexplored. The purpose of this article is to explore the prevalence of, and the qualitative differences in, addiction recovery across the developmental life cycle. The review will include the influence of age of recovery initiation on differences in recovery pathways, styles of recovery, developmental stages and recovery stability.
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Introduction

Addiction-related scholarship has historically been either pathology-focused or intervention-focused. Only recently, has there been focused attention on the study of individuals who have achieved long-term resolution of alcohol and other drug problems. The pursuit of a recovery research agenda holds great promise, but the sheer volume of questions to be answered regarding the processes of recovery initiation, consolidation, and maintenance is quite daunting (White, 2004). One sphere of such questions involves the effects of age of recovery initiation on the prospects and processes of addiction recovery. This article discusses what is currently known about recovery and developmental age and identifies key issues for continued research in this area. The article addresses the role of age of recovery initiation on the prospects of long-term recovery from alcohol and other drug problems, pathways and styles of long-term recovery, and the durability and quality of long-term recovery.

Age and the Prospects of Recovery
People develop alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems across the developmental life cycle. Two patterns of age-related onset of AOD problems have dominated the history of addiction treatment in the United States. The first pattern is marked by late adolescent onset of drinking, a slow acceleration of alcohol consumption and alcohol-related problems, and a maturing of those problems into a point of crisis and help-seeking at mid-life. The second pattern was the adolescent onset of narcotic use, the progression of that use to physical dependence, and the rise of opiate-related problems that brought one to treatment during early adulthood. Most of what we know about addiction, treatment and recovery is based on the onset of alcohol and other drug use in mid-to-late adolescence and the flowering of that use into clinical disorders during early adulthood to mid-life (White, 1998). Two new patterns challenge this knowledge base: the early (pre-adolescent) onset of AOD use and subsequent problems and the growth of late-onset AOD-related problems.

Does early age of onset of AOD use and related problems affect the prognosis for long-term recovery? The age of onset of AOD experimentation and regular use has progressively declined (Dennis, Babor, Roebuck, & Donaldson, 2002; Stoltenberg, Hill, Mudd, Blow, & Zucker, 1999; Presley, Meilman, & Lyerla, 1991) for both adolescent males and females (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 1999). Pre-adolescent onset of AOD use is particularly evident in youth entering juvenile justice and addiction treatment facilities (U.S. Department of Justice, 1994). More than 80% of the 600 youth admitted to the recently completed Cannabis Youth Treatment study began regular substance use between the ages of 12 and 14 (Dennis, Titus, et al., 2002). Such early onset has many clinical consequences (White, Godley & Dennis, 2003). The National Longitudinal Alcohol Epidemiological Survey found that the risk of adult alcohol dependence was directly related to age of onset: before age 15 (40%), age 17 (24.5%), ages 18-19 (16.5%), ages 20-22 (10%). The risk of adult alcohol dependence increased an average of 9% for each decreasing year of age of onset (Grant & Dawson, 1997). Similar findings have been found on the relationship of age of onset of use of other drugs on the risk of adult drug dependence (Dennis, Babor, et al, 2002).

In addition to increasing the risk of developing a substance use disorder, early age of onset of regular AOD use is associated with rapid problem development (Kreichbaun & Zering, 2000), greater problem severity and complexity (e.g., psychiatric comorbidity) (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 2003; Arria, Dohey, Mezzich, Bukstein, & Van Thiel, 1995), less social support for subsequent recovery (Sobell,
Sobell, Cunningham, & Agrawal, 1998), and poorer treatment outcomes as measured by rates of post-intervention relapse (Keller et al., 1992; Kessler et al., 2001; Chen & Millar, 1998). More studies are needed to confirm this relationship between lowered age of onset and reduced prognosis for long-term recovery and to identify the precise mechanisms that compromise these recovery outcomes (Chou & Pickering, 1992). Several mechanisms could be at work here, e.g., increased biological vulnerability of pre-adolescents to drug effects, developmental deficits resulting from early onset, lack of family/social support contributing both to problem onset and reduced recovery support resources. Those with late adolescent to young adulthood onset of AOD use who go on to develop AOD problems may have better recovery outcomes than those with early onset because of lower cumulative consumption, less psychiatric comorbidity, and greater social supports (Brennan & Moos, 1995; Sobell, et al., 1998).

If the long-term effects of precocious substance experimentation are confirmed by additional studies, the lowered age of onset of substance use may stand as one of the most socially and clinically significant drug trends of the past century. If poorer long-term recovery outcomes are confirmed, identifying the precise mechanisms that increase risks of problem development and compromise recovery outcomes will be crucial to the development of more effective prevention, early intervention and treatment strategies. Isolating those mechanisms and testing strategies for amelioration of their effects is an important research agenda.

*Does recovery prognosis for late-onset AOD problems differ from the recovery prognoses for other patterns of onset?* Alcohol consumption declines in adulthood with advancing age, but alcohol exposure remains high (60% of adults between age 60-94 consume alcohol), and heavy drinking is reported in 13% of men and 2% of women over 60. Some 15% of older alcoholics also suffer from concurrent drug dependence (often related to prescribed medication). About two-thirds of older adults who drink heavily are alcoholics who began drinking in adolescence and whose alcohol problems progress into old age. The remaining third are characterized by a lack of risk factors (e.g., family history of alcoholism), a non-problematic relationship with alcohol through early and midlife, and the emergence of identifiable problems and consequences related to drinking late in life (Rigler, 2000).

Sometimes referred to as “late onset alcoholism,” these patterns of problematic drinking are spawned by different vulnerabilities: age-related alterations in biological sensitivities to alcohol, self-medication of acute and chronic pain, use of alcohol as a balm for stressful life events (e.g., deaths,
separations, retirement), or enmeshment in drinking social groups following retirement. Those elderly persons with shorter heavy drinking histories have better outcomes than those with longer heavy drinking histories (Rigler, 2000; Schutte, Brennan, & Moos, 1994; Atkinson, Tolson, & Tuner, 1990). Somewhat counter-intuitive is the finding that recovery among late-onset heavy drinkers is associated with increased stressors, suggesting that the continued presence of financial and health-related stressors may actually serve to enhance motivation for recovery maintenance (Moos, 1994).

Escalating life expectancies and shorter work lives will exert an unknown effect on the future prevalence of substance use disorders. What is clear is that new patterns of late-onset alcohol problems spring from complex etiological sources, unfold in diverse patterns and seem to respond to different treatment and support strategies. Without further refinements in the treatment of older adults, the misapplication of adult treatment philosophies and techniques may become as marked as the earlier misapplication of such technologies to adolescents. Assuring that this does not occur is an important research and clinical practice agenda.

**Does one’s prognosis for successful long-term recovery differ depending on the age at which that recovery is initiated (separate from the issue of the age at which problems developed)?** There are two emerging bodies of data that shed some light on this question.

The first body of data encompasses outcome studies of adolescent treatment. Some of the key findings of these studies include the following (see Risberg & White, 2003; White, Dennis, & Godley, 2002; Godley, Godley, Dennis, Funk, & Passetti, 2002):

- Many adolescents mature out of substance-related problems in the transition into adult role responsibilities (see later discussion of styles of recovery).
- For other adolescents, substance use develops into a chronic, debilitating disorder, recovery from which is often proceeded by multiple treatment episodes spanning years.
- Most adolescents are precariously balanced between recovery and relapse in the months following treatment. The period of greatest vulnerability for relapse is in the first 30 days following treatment.
- The most common outcomes of adolescent treatment are enhancements in global functioning (increased emotional health and improved functioning in the family, school, and community) and reduced substance use (to approximately 50% of pre-treatment levels) rather than complete and enduring cessation of alcohol and other drug use.
- The stability of recovery is enhanced by post-treatment monitoring and periodic recovery checkups. 

One of the most significant findings emerging from adolescent treatment outcome studies is the finding that the earlier the intervention (in terms of age and months/years of use) with a substance use disorder, the better the clinical outcomes, the shorter the addiction career, and the longer and more stable the recovery career (Risberg & White, 2003).

The second source of information is that collected on treatment/recovery outcomes for older adults. Findings from this data include the following:

- Remission rates for older problem drinkers are comparable to those achieved by younger adults at short term (1-4 years) follow-up (Schutte, Brennan, & Moos, 1994), but older adults have lower remission rates than younger adults at long-term (10 years) follow-up (Schutte, Byrne, Brennan, & Moos, 2001).

- Remission in older problem drinkers is associated with less alcohol use, gender (female), marital status (married), employment status (unemployed), social support (less than that of unremitting drinkers) and presence of depression and acute and chronic health problems (Schutte, Brennan, & Moos, 1994; Schutte, Bryne, Brennan, & Moos, 2001).

- Goldman (1983), in a review of the cognitive impairments associated with alcoholism, concluded that most of the enduring deficits related to alcoholism following recovery were associated with older alcoholics with lengthy drinking histories. Most of the studies reviewed by Goldman found that cognitive functioning returned with sustained abstinence. While simple areas of cognitive functioning may be quickly regained in recovery, other areas such as tasks requiring more novel and rapid information processing are the last to return. The differences in findings across studies could well reflect differences in the ages of onset of addiction and recovery.

In summary, existing studies suggest that recovery rates are low among adolescents, increase through adulthood, and then decline in late life. Granfield and Cloud’s (1999) concept of recovery capital may help interpret these findings. Recovery capital is the amount and quality of resources that one can bring to bear to initiate and sustain recovery from addiction. What most distinguishes adolescents and older adults from adult populations is the failure to have developed sufficient recovery capital among adolescents and the loss of recovery capital among older adults. The adult rehabilitation
model that seeks to resolve problems so that prior levels of functioning can be naturally assumed may be inappropriate for both adolescents and older adults. A shift in focus from problem elimination to building recovery capital for these groups might prove highly beneficial in enhancing recovery outcomes.

There is a body of literature of addiction and treatment careers (Frykholm, 1985; Hser, Anglin, Grella, Longshore, & Prendergast, 1997), but no comparable body of literature on recovery careers. A research-generated cartography of addiction recovery could plot the influence of multiple dimensions on the prospects and processes of long-term recovery, including the influences of age of problem onset and the age of recovery initiation.

**Styles and Pathways of Recovery**

*Are there qualitative differences in the process of recovery initiation across the life cycle?* There is a growing body of literature describing the varieties of recovery experience.

**Incremental versus Climactic Change** Recovery from alcohol and other drug problems may be achieved through a process of incremental change over a considerable period of time (Prochaska, Norcross, & DiClemente, 1994), or by a sudden, life-transforming experience that is unplanned, vivid, positive and permanent (Miller & C’dé Baca, 2001). Variations in such styles across the life cycle have not been rigorously evaluated. Early studies of conversion-like transformations of personal identity noted that most such climactic experiences occurred during the adolescent years (Starbuck, 1901; James, 1902/1985), but modern studies of sobriety-inducing transformative change find such experiences happening primarily in adulthood (Loder, 1989; Miller & C’dé Baca, 2001). In short, we know very little about differences in patterns of recovery initiation across the developmental life cycle.

**Abstinence-based Recovery versus Moderated Recovery (Problem Resolution)** There is evidence that individuals resolve AOD problems through a variety of styles:

- Complete and enduring abstinence from those psychoactive substances previously associated with life problems with the substitution of other secondary drugs (e.g., alcohol, cannabis, caffeine) at sub-clinical levels (moderated use that does not meet DSM-IV criteria for substance abuse or substance dependence).
• Complete and enduring abstinence from all traditional “drugs of abuse.”
• Deceleration of AOD use to sub-clinical levels.
• Prolonged abstinence followed by initiation of sub-clinical levels of AOD use (White, 1996).

There is further evidence that the viability of these strategies differs considerably across the categories of personal vulnerability (e.g., family history of AOD problems), problem severity, problem complexity, and family and social supports. What is not clear is the prevalence of these styles across age groups and the degree to which shifts in these styles can occur over time in the same individuals. Many adolescents shift from use to non-use or from problematic to non-problematic use as they move through their teens and twenties into their thirties (Chen & Kandel, 1995), but the cultural stand of “zero tolerance” towards adolescent AOD use makes even the acknowledgement of this latter potential a “third rail” issue often avoided because of the potential damage to one’s professional career.

There is evidence that some elderly people with alcohol-related problems resolve such problems by reducing the frequency, intensity and circumstances of their drinking (Heather & Robertson, 1983). In a 16-20 year treatment follow-up study, Nordstrom and Berglund (1987) found that active alcohol dependence declined and stable recovery (defined as sustained abstinence or sub-clinical social drinking) increased over time. As for transitions in recovery style, they found that 40% of the sample initially abstinent in the first six years following treatment later consumed alcohol at subclinical levels (no longer meeting diagnostic criteria for abuse or dependence) during the second decade of follow-up. In a ten-year follow-up study of older problem drinkers, Schutte and colleagues (2003) found that 63% of former problem drinkers were consuming alcohol without identifiable problems. The majority of this non-abstinent remission group did not have severe problem drinking histories. In a sixty-year follow-up of alcoholic men, Vaillant (2003) found 32% of his original sample abstinent and only 1% who had sustained controlled drinking. The differences in the two studies suggests that the likelihood of successful controlled drinking among older former problem drinkers declines in relationship to the severity of their original drinking problem, a finding consistent with earlier research (Hermos, Locastro, Glynn, Bouchard, & Labry, 1988). The most frequent patterns in the Vaillant (2003) study were the movement from problem drinking to abstinence and the movement from problem drinking to experiments with controlled drinking followed by abstinence.
The findings of a 33-year follow-up study of heroin addicts (Hser, Hoffman, Grella, & Anglin, 2001) challenges the theory of an inevitable age-related maturing out of drug problems. Hser and her colleagues found very stable patterns of heroin use over more than three decades. While many of those studied had achieved some periods of abstinence, only 46% were able to achieve five years of abstinence within the 33-year period studied, and the group as a whole showed high past-year rates for multiple drugs (heroin, 40.5%; marijuana, 35.5%; cocaine, 19.4%; and daily alcohol use, 21.1%). These findings suggest that addiction can span the aging process and constitute a lifelong condition. Recovery is not an inevitable product of aging.

**Treatment-assisted versus Natural Recovery** Most people with AOD problems do not seek treatment and most people who resolve such problems do so without treatment (Cunningham, Sobell, Sobell, & Kapur, 1995; Cunningham, Koski-Jannes, & Toneatto, 1999). There is a growing body of literature on this self-managed style of problem resolution known as natural recovery. A pattern of age-related “maturing out” of narcotic addiction was first described by Winick in 1962. Winick theorized that a maturation process within the life cycle of addiction led to cessation of drug use without intervention in a large portion of addicts. Subsequent studies confirmed that drug cessation increased with age but at a much lower rate than that predicted by Winick (Vaillant, 1966; Snow, 1973). Simpson and Sells (1990) found that opiate use did not cease simply as a function of age, but instead required an accumulation of consequences or a loss of energy required to sustain the opiate lifestyle.

In their review of 38 studies of natural recovery, Sobell, Ellingstad, and Sobell (2000) found two age-related patterns of natural recovery: 1) a young adult pattern of recovery associated with maturation and the assumption of adult role responsibilities, and 2) a later-life pattern of recovery associated with cumulative consequences of alcohol and other drug use. Natural resolution of alcohol problems in young adults is associated with getting married, remaining married, and becoming a parent; the failure to achieve natural resolution is associated with selection of and participation in a heavy-drinking social network (Labouvie, 1996). Those successful in natural recovery are also reported in some studies to be younger and to have had shorter duration of AOD problems than those with treatment-assisted recovery (Cunningham, et al., 1995; Saunders, Phil, & Kershaw, 1979). Studies of older problem drinkers note that more than 70% resolve their drinking problems without professional help (Schutte, Nichols, Brennan, & Moos, 2003).
Fillmore and colleagues (1988) found age-related differences in the factors promoting natural recovery. They found that natural recovery among late adolescents and young adults occurred primarily due to a shift in group norms, whereas maturing out of middle-age drinking problems was much more linked to individual life events. In the latter category, remission in the 30s and 40s was often attributed to the influence of spouse or friends, where remission after that was more likely to be associated with concerns about health. Watson and Sher (1998) noted in their review of the natural recovery literature that adults with late onset alcoholism were more likely to achieve natural recovery than were those older adults with early onset alcoholism (See also Atkinson, et al., 1990). Age-related maturing out may differ among African Americans and Hispanics who are more likely to develop alcohol problems later in life. There is also evidence of gender differences in age-related remission patterns, with men achieving remission at higher rates than women from the late 20s to the mid-40s and women achieving higher rates of remission than men after the mid-40s (Fillmore, Hartka, Johnstone, Speiglman, & Temple, 1988).

Recovery and Personal Identity  Persons who resolve AOD problems may do so with a pro-recovery (defining themselves as an “alcoholic”/“addict” in “recovery”) or recovery-neutral identity (defining AOD problems in terms of a transient experience rather than in terms of their identity) (White, 1996). The degree to which such styles vary by age of recovery initiation has not been scientifically studied, but one would suspect such variations for adolescent-initiated recoveries and for recoveries initiated among older adults.

Peer-supported Recovery versus Solo Recovery  Persons with AOD problems may resolve these problems with active support from other recovering people or with little or no contact with recovering people (White, 1996). Participation in mutual aid groups is associated with enhanced recovery rates (Emrick, Tonigan, Montgomery, & Little, 1993; Humphreys, Wing, McCarty, Chappel, Gallant, Haberle, et al, 2004). Such participation produces an additive effect to professional treatment of AOD problems (Fiorentine & Hillhouse, 2000), but these effects are limited by failure to affiliate with mutual aid groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous following treatment and high dropout rates following initial exposure (See McIntyre, 2000 for a detailed analysis; Mäkelä, et al, 1996; Kelly & Moss, 2003). There is little data on differences in recovery mutual aid group affiliation rates by age. There are studies confirming that adolescent participation in recovery mutual aid groups is associated with improved recovery outcomes following treatment (Johnson & Herringer,
1993; Margolis, Kilpatrick, & Mooney, 2000; Kelly, Myers, & Brown, 2002), but this finding is tempered by reports that failure to affiliate and high attrition rates following exposure to self-help groups is the norm among adolescents (Godley & Payton, in press). A recent membership survey of AA noted that 2% of AA members were under age 21 and that 13% of AA members were aged 61 or over (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1999). There are reports of attrition of older AA members due to the influx of younger members with different lifestyles and drug choices (Chappel, 1993).

McIntyre (2000) also notes that many AA members stop regularly attending meetings after achieving stable sobriety, although they continue to see themselves as AA members and may attend occasional AA celebrations. Studies finding that self-help participation increases in the months immediately following treatment but then rapidly erodes—from 71% to 43% in one recent study of adults (Kissin, McLeod, & McKay, 2003)—have yet to be replicated in multiple studies with populations of adolescents and older adults. Studies have confirmed that intensity of self-help participation (e.g., number of meetings, having a sponsor, sponsoring others, reading program literature, etc.) enhances recovery outcomes (Montgomery, Miller and Tonigan, 1995; Humphreys, Moos and Cohen, 1997). This intensity of mutual aid involvement has been found in at least one study to apply to adolescents as well as adults (Margolis, Kilpatrick, and Mooney, 2000). The author could find no studies that measured the effect of intensity of participation on recovery outcomes specifically for older adults. The role of age in such affiliation and attrition processes and the effects of intensity of self-help participation among adolescents and older adults deserve serious investigation.

**Quality and Durability of Recovery**

**Recovery and Global Health** The term recovery spans removal of drugs from an otherwise unchanged life to a complete and positive transformation of one’s character, identity and lifestyle. This broader transformation has been referred to as *emotional sobriety* (Wilson, 1953) or *wellbriety* (Coyhis, 1999). While there is growing interest in measuring these broader changes in personal identity, physical and emotional health, personal relationships, and social and occupational functioning, research has yet to fully illuminate transformations in global health over time in recovery and the differences in the degree of such changes based on the age of recovery initiation.

The short time periods of treatment follow-up and the lack of longitudinal studies of untreated populations in long-term recovery have
provided us with only anecdotal reports on these larger dimensions of health in the later stages of recovery. Such studies could be revealing. For example, it is quite possible that the risk factors that contribute to early onset AOD use, the failure to master major developmental tasks due to early onset AOD use, and the lack of resulting “recovery capital” might not only diminish one’s prospects of recovery but also substantially compromise the quality of recovery for those who achieve this status. The resulting higher rates of relapse and failure to achieve personal, relational and occupational health might require considerably different post-treatment monitoring and support strategies compared to that needed for those with later onset of AOD use. Similarly, the successful treatment of late-onset AOD problems might require a much greater focus on achieving global health rather than a more restrictive focus on the elimination of AOD use.

Recovery Durability When is recovery stable (point at which the probability of future lifetime relapse is very low)? The alcoholism literature suggests that persons who reach the 4-5 year window of sustained sobriety have a low (under 15%) risk for future relapse in their lifetime (De Soto, O’Donnel, & De Soto 1989; Dawson, 1996; Jin, Rourke, Patterson, Taylor, & Grant, 1998). Studies on such stability in recovery from addiction to drugs other than alcohol are less definitive and focus primarily on post-treatment follow-up of heroin addiction. In a twelve-year follow-up study of individuals treated for heroin addiction, Simpson, Joe, Lehman, & Sells (1986) found a low (19%) rate of future relapse after three years of cessation of daily heroin use. The fragileness of recovery from opiate addiction is indicated by other long-term follow-up studies reporting that 20-25% of those who achieve five or more years of abstinence from heroin later returned to opiate use (Simpson & Marsh, 1986; Hser, et al., 2001). A recent study by Scott, Foss, and Dennis (in press) indicated that 83% of 1,326 clients followed up quarterly after discharge from addiction treatment experienced one or more recovery/relapse status transition over the three years of follow-up. Additional studies are required to determine if such recovery status volatility is greater or less for adolescents and older adults and whether these populations would benefit from more assertive models of post-treatment monitoring and support, active linkage to age-appropriate recovery support groups, and, when needed, early re-intervention.

Summary

This article has highlighted some of the literature on effects of age on the prospects and patterns of recovery from alcohol- and other drug-related
problems. There appear to be significant differences in early- and late-onset substance use disorders, and available data suggests differences based on the age of recovery initiation. The emerging recovery research agenda should include focused attention on: 1) the influence of age of problem development upon the prospects for long-term recovery, 2) differences in pathways and styles of recovery across the developmental life cycle, and 3) the effects of age in interaction with other significant factors (e.g., gender, ethnicity, drug choice) on recovery processes. That knowledge base will lay the foundation for specialized approaches to treatment and recovery support for our youngest and oldest service consumers.
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